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A message from Peter 
Hello, I have been point contact for the photography group 
for 6 years now and have enjoyed this time with you very 
much. It’s been great to see everyone developing their 
photography skills – importantly by helping each other - 
that’s what it is all about.  As many of you know, I still work 
full time and find it more and more difficult to stay involved 
and so I am rarely seen on group trips and when I do book a 
place often need to cancel.  I felt it was time for me to stand 
down and I am delighted to say that Lindsay and Steph have 
jointly taken over the role. 
In the last few months members of the group have taken to 
organising the Platform meetings, field trips, the excellent 
newsletter etc. I would like to thank all those involved, you 
know who you are, particularly Steph for her efforts on your 
behalf and Lindsay who has kept up the background running 
of the group since day one.
It was always my ambition to set up a non-Camera Club 
group where we could all just go out and enjoy photography 
and I think this has been very successful. I would also like to 
mention how proud I am of the skills you have developed 
and as a group we have achieved much both as a whole and 
individually. Just look at the superb Photographic Exhibitions 
we have put together in the past.  
I would not want to lose contact with the group and will 
attend when I can, I have made many friends over the years 
and would want to keep in touch. 
I will be back and I am always here if anyone needs help.
Best wishes to you all.
Peter.

Dartmoor workshop on 
23rd January 2019 
Led by: Ross Hoddinott

This workshop was postponed on two previous occasions so 
there was much deliberation about whether or not to go 
ahead because the weather forecast of ice and snow 
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Platform meeting 

The next meeting is on the 
21st March 2019 at 2pm 
Theme:  Street Photography 
including images taken on our 
field trip to Truro 
Activity: sharing our favourite 
Ansel Adams image. This can 
be brought on a USB stick or 
sent to me (Steph) the day 
before the meeting. 

Field trips 

• 28th March 2019 Screech 
Owl Sanctuary with Marion 

• 25th April 2019 
Menacuddle Woods with 
Rose 

Developing a panel 
of images 

Some of us are working 
together to gain a RPS 
licentiate or associate 
distinction. This means 
creating a panel of images.  

We meet on the the second 
Monday of each month in the 
Platform to share pictures. 

The next meeting is on 
Monday 11th March 2019 at 
6pm just come along and 
see what it’s all about. 

IN FOCUS 
 Newsletter of the Lostwithiel U3A Photography Group
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promised treacherous conditions under foot.  
A later start of 10am, meant visibility was fine, some sun 
showing through, and a light dusting of snow could be seen 
atop Great Staple Tor. We met at Pork Hill Car Park before 
undertaking the fairly demanding climb up to the tor, where 
the snow and wet, uneven rocks required care and attention. 

As described by Ross Great Staple Tor is ‘a stunning 
formation, with lots of potential foreground interest and 
viewpoints’. 
We stopped in Widecombe for a pleasant lunch at the Cafe 
on the Green, somewhere to return to if the opportunity 
arises. We then moved on to Holwell Tor, where we found a 
lone hawthorn tree in amongst the rocks, providing us with a 
chance to consider different compositions, including 
silhouettes.  By this time though the weather was perhaps 
milder than expected, the light had began to fade and skies 
were grey.  Thus when we later arrived at Hound Tor it was a 
challenge to get the best out of the location, but we could still 
practice composition to capture shadows and textures in 
foreground, rocks and grasses, as well as in the tor 
formations.
One of our group said that we had walked about four and a 
half miles, and climbed the equivalent of 24 staircases. I 
think they were quite long staircases! 
As usual, it was a good day drawing on the knowledge, skill, 
experience and ease by which Ross helps us develop our 
own photographic attributes.     
Roland    

Needs and Talents: self-help 
groups 
The main self-help training (SHT) groups are now under-way 
with both Photoshop and Lightroom session organised; many 
thanks indeed to those who volunteered to help run these- 
we are indeed fortunate to have such expertise within the 
Group. More importantly it exemplifies the spirit within the 
Group that the concept of these SHT’s has been adopted so 
quickly! They are already proving successful and those of us 
who are “trainees” are gaining valuable insights into 
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Workshops 

• North/West Cornwall with 
Ross Hoddinott  Monday 
25th March 2019 has one 
place available. 

• The Somerset Levels with 
Victoria Hillman on Monday 
20th May 2019 is fully 
booked. 

• North Devon Coast with 
Adam Burton on Monday 
10th June 2019 fully booked 

• Exmoor with Ross Hoddinott 
on  Friday 4th October has 
one place available. 

Please contact Lindsay if you 
would like to fill a vacancy on 
a workshop or be a reserve. 

A reserve has first refusal if a 
workshop place becomes 
available, but doesn’t need to 
keep the date free. 

Dartmoor locations 

Grid references for:- 

Great Staple Tor SX543765 

Holwell Tor SX750778 

Hound Tor SX628890 

By Roland
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previously “dark” places!
Please also bear in mind that your training needs can be met 
in several ways which includes the various organised field 
trips together with the specialist workshops often led by very 
successful and experienced professionals. This 
comprehensive programme of events offers tremendous 
scope to develop and enhance your skills and the effort that 
goes into organising them is acknowledged.
I’m conscious that not everyone completed the "Needs & 
Talents” survey, but the intention is that this is an ongoing 
theme and not just an “one off”. I will therefore run another 
survey late summer to inform the direction of future SHT’s. 
Equally, if you have a genre or technical area you wish to 
explore why not take the initiative and set up a workshop as a 
forum for shared learning?
David

Street Photography in 
Truro on 28th February 
2019 
The last day of February offered a new opportunity for 
Lostwithiel's U3A Photography Group to undertake Street 
Photography, which is all about capturing decisive or poignant 
moments that portray human character.  Nine intrepid 
photographers met in a Truro coffee shop to accept the 
challenge, but after briefly considering how they might 
encounter human activity in candid situations, the team 

turned their 
attention to the 
more pressing 
problem of 
deciding where 
to meet for 
lunch.  A caffeine 
refill helped 
resolve the 
debate and the 
nine then melted 
into the streets 
of Truro to 
discover 
unmediated 
chance 
encounters and 
random 
incidents within 
public places!
Some added to 
their challenge 
by 
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Needs and Talent: 
self-help group 

David’s contact detail: 
davidgplatt50@gmail.com 

Competition time 

Lostwithiel Museum 
http://
www.lostwithielmuseum.org/
2019-photography-competition  
Runs to  27th July 2019 so no 
rush. 

Cornwall Spring Show  
Closing date: Usually one week 
before the show 
Entry fee: Free 
Web site:  http://
www.cornwallgardensociety.org.
uk/spring-flower-show  

Previously at Boconnoc, the 2019 
show will be at Wadebridge 
Show Ground on 6th and 7th April 
2019. Classes have been 
announced; A poster for your 5 a 
day, Plants and statues living 
together, The Lonesome Tree, 
Civic Floral Displays, Symmetry, 
B&W Repeating patterns. All 
subjects must have a horticultural 
theme.  

By Nick
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experimenting with multiple exposures and blending their 
images into one picture, but the greatest worry for most 
photographers was in taking pictures of strangers without 
causing offence.  Albeit that the law is very clear that we all 
have the right to photograph anything and anybody in 
public places, it remains polite to obtain someone's 
permission first.  
Doing this and capturing candid moments is not easy to 
reconcile, but as the morning passed, everyone gained in 
confidence and became bolder in their objectives.  A smile 
is a terrific asset and few people actually objected to 
having their photograph taken.
I have now put my efforts on Flickr, but I don't think I have 
captured anything decisive or poignant.  Nevertheless, the 
morning was a lot of fun and it was great to share some 
time with other like minded people and to learn from them 
how they tackle different situations.  I am looking forward to 
our next platform meeting where, hopefully, we will see the 
fruits of everyone's labours.
Keep clicking!
Nick

Par Ponds workshop 0n 1st 
February 2019 
Led by David Chapman

After the snow and disruption on the last day of January, 
four of us managed to meet up with David on the first day 
of February. We met at Par beach pond, and after advice  
and much bird seed scattering by David, we tried 
to take photos of birds in flight with intentional camera 
movement.
After an hour in the cold we took refuge in Milo's for coffee 
an a warm up! We returned with some of us now exploring 
taking photos at water level..much knee bending! Another 

hour later we 
again went back 
to Milo's for a 
delicious and 
much welcome 
lunch of soup, 
paninis and 
pizza. We 
discussed and 
looked at photos 
and David gave 
us individual 
advice on what 
to try in the next 
session. 
After another 
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From “The 
Landscape 
Photography 
Workshop”  by Ross 
Hoddinott and Mark 
Bauer

Depth of field extends from 
approximately one-third in front 
of the point of focus and 
around two-thirds behind it. By 
focusing on the wrong point 
you can waste some of the DOF 
available to you. 
Suggested by Jane 

By Marion
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hour in the cold and driving wind we decided to call it a 
day, retreat to our cars and return home. Each one of us 
felt we had had time to explore new ways to photograph.
Marion

Report of the Platform 
meeting held on 21st 
February 2019 
Once again the packed Platform meeting welcomed two 
new members and enjoyed a full and varied meeting 
chaired by Jane. 
We began with Lindsay sharing the story of her recent 
photographic expedition to Iceland. We were all captivated 
by the beauty of her images and I, for one, was enthralled 
by the ice beach.
Next came our images created by intentional camera 
movements. The other-world nature of these, especially 
those of trees, stays in my memory. This is certainly a 
technique many of us would like to develop further. 
Lindsay gave the group the news that after six incredibly 
successful years Peter has stepped down as group 
contact. However, he has accepted the informal role of 
group President so that we can be assured that he will 
remain in touch with us. To maintain continuity Lindsay and 
myself offered to be joint group contacts.
Jane proposed a vote of thanks to David for organising the 
self-help groups and to Jenni C for her generous sharing of 
her Photoshop knowledge and expertise. If you feel you 
have missed out on these groups or you would like to offer 
your expertise please read David’s article, “Needs and 
Talents - self help groups”.
Marion talked about the planned March field trip to the 
Screech Owl Sanctuary and gave out promotional leaflets 
containing entry vouchers.
The meeting thought that sharing our street photography 
images would be appropriate next month so the Spring 
theme has moved to the April Platform. 
The activity calendar was circulated for volunteers to fill 
vacant spots for meeting chair, field trips and ideas for 
meeting talks and themes. Ideas are still gratefully 
received.
Unfortunately we ran out of time for Nick to tell us about 
the results of the Rotary Club’s Young Photographer of the 
Year competition. So this will be first next time!
Steph
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Learning from past 
masters 

“It is an illusion that photos are 
made with the camera… they 
are made with the eye, heart 
and head.” – Henri Cartier-
Bresson 
Suggested by Lindsay 

Spot the deliberate 
mistake 

No prizes just satisfaction of 
being an eagle eye!
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Photographers who inspire 
us - Valda Bailey 
We often talk about trying to capture an accurate 
representation of the scene in front of us, whether it is a 
landscape, a portrait or a still life. One current photographer 
who takes a different stance is Valda Bailey. 
She says that her objective is to portray an interpretation of 
a scene rather than a literal representation. She makes her 
images using camera movement and multiple exposures. 
These techniques result in abstract shapes and blur. Valda 
feels that this allows her to ‘play’ with her camera rather 
than worry about the prescriptive nature of f-stops and 
shutter speed.
If you look at her work you will see that Valda also eschews 
some of the traditional processing techniques we are all 
encouraged to learn. “I have no interest in a beautifully 
arranged histogram – my exposure values are an artistic 
decision that I make, dependent on what it is I am trying to 
convey …. I am fascinated by colour so I spend an 
inordinate amount of time abusing the hue, saturation and 
luminance sliders in Lightroom in order to try to create 
tension or harmony in the image” (extract from Masters of 
Landscape Photography)
Her work can be seen at her website www.valdabailey.com/ 
which has a wonderful gallery of her varied images.
Valda is also an advocate of learning to print your own 
work. Like many others she enjoys the satisfaction of taking 
the process of photography to a conclusion with a physical 
print rather than just a digital file.
Lindsay

An invitation to a meadow 
flowering and tea party 
As you know from the Activity Calendar the Platform 
meeting on June 20th is being replaced by a photo session 
in my wildflower meadow, in Lerryn, followed by afternoon 
tea. We thought it might be nice to invite partners as well as 
photographers so we do hope most of you will be able to 
keep the date free and attend for an enjoyable get-together. 
Jenny E.
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Photographer’s quiz 

AFRICAN ARITHMETIC 
Make a word to do with 
photography by rearranging the 
words in the following phrase: 

MATH IN MOROCCO 

CHANGES 
Find a word that has the same 
meaning as the two words on 

either side: 

ASK…………………MODEL 

LIGHT………………JUST 

VIEWFINDER 
Change VIEW to FIND in 7 moves 
changing one letter at a time. 
Each stage must be a real word: 

VIEW _ _ _ _ _ _ _ FIND 

REBUS 
What well known photographic 
phrase does this represent: 

SAT 
X 

From “The Photographer’s 
Puzzle Book” by Marcus Weeks 

Answers at bottom of the 
page 

monochromaticposefair

view, vied, died, diet, dint, mint, mind, find

overexposed

http://www.valdabailey.com/

